
IMPLEMENTATION OF FIXED-GUIDEWAY SYSTEM

During the next 3- to 5-year period, detailed engineering and PHASE II, PEOPLE-MOVER IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
planning of the Phase II People-Mover System will be necessary. 7 7
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The actual time required for this planning, as well as the political 78
decision process, acquisition of funding, selection of a people- 1. Complete Phase I

mover system hardware and manufacturer, construction of the 2. Preliminary Engineering .

people-mover system, and actual opening for passenger opera- 3. Secure Funding

tion is difficult to estimate with any confidence. The probable 4 Design Vehicle & a a
minimal time is between 4 and 5 years. However, whatever this Guideway

period is, the following people-mover system is recommended 5. Hearings I
for Phase II. Extensions, additions, and/or modifications to this 6. Construction -

phase of people-mover development will depend on currently
unknown policy decisions or developments which will influence
the people-mover system.

. . CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE DRAWDOWN OF FUNDS (1973 Dollars)
If the proposed fixed-guideway people-mover system is to reach
its potential effectiveness and provide the most benefits to the 10
downtown as w"ell as the entire Jacksonville community, the 9
following programs must be implemented. Implementation of
each program will increase the effectiveness and value of the 8
people-mover system. < 7-J
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* Development of a significant number of peripheral parking o 6
spaces tied directly to the people-mover system. __

0
* Development of an internal CBD pedestrianway consisting
of malls, arcades, concourses, and walkways integrated with 4
the people-mover station. 3

* Full integration of all transit services for easy transfer to and 2
from people-mover stations. 1 -

* Development of a Comprehensive Downtown Parking Program
whose objective is to promote the peripheral parking/transit LEGEND 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
access concept, including establishment of new parking costs HEARINGS[) 1 PRELIM INARY. . •I " EN.INEERINGI 64''1 FI •, ,
which encourage short-term parking and discourage long-term r-i IR ,
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parking within the CBD. FUNDING MiisJ -HASE MtI i CONSTRuCTIONi M61 TESTING MiM s$


